
 International Law Notes 
Scope of IL  • PIL is principally concerned with the relationship between ‘sovereign states’ (as opposed to 

‘federated states’). 
– Sovereign states  

• Eg: Australia, United Kingdom, United States 
• Nearly all sovereign states are members of the United Nations (current 

membership = 193) 
– Federated states 

• Eg: New South Wales, Virginia, Schleswig-Holstein 
-public int law not private 
-private int law= laws of more than one country apply to disputes between countries or individuals= 
conflict of laws 
-unless specified as a state, referred to as sovereign states, nation-state is a term also used but has a 
particular meaning so avoid in academic writing- disputed whether all sovereign states are also nation 
states- nation demarks a group of people with a shared history or culture 
-most but not all sovereign states are members of the UN and not all members of the UN have always 
been regarded as part sovereign states 
PIL—do not individually possess rights or have responsibilities under those systems of law. Eg: qld can't in 
international law enter a treaty with Texas- another federated state (so not federated states but 
sovereign) 

Personality 
in 
internationa
l law 

• Certain non-state entities have legal personality (i.e. rights and responsibilities) in 
– Eg: United Nations, European Union, WTO 

• Increasingly, individuals and corporations can enjoy rights and hold responsibilities in 
international law 

– Eg:  
• the right to bring a complaint against a state before the European Court of 

Human Rights (in France) 
• Responsibilities under international criminal law (re serious crimes like genocide, 

war crimes, etc)-special courts set up to try them- international criminal court in 
Netherlands but this course only relates to traditional function of governing 
relationships 

• 2 exceptions to the rule that international law regards relationships between sovereign states  
• Said to have personality on relation to legal system if that system bestows rights and 

responsibilities  
• Generally individuals and corporations don’t have personality in international law- but changing  

Legal Norms -The most striking feature of the international legal system is its decentralised and consensual character 
– no compulsory jurisdiction for judicial organs and difficulty of pointing to institutions with readily 
identifiable executive and legislative power.  
- 2 exceptions: certain resolutions adopted by the security council will impose legally binding obligations 
on all states 
-European union possesses most of the characteristic of a federal legal system so the unions legislative 
organisation may adopt laws which are effective in member states in such a way that they may be 
directly relied upon by litigants in national courts and tribunals.  
-international law is primarily a system of customary law, increasingly supplemented by rules and 
principles agreed upon in treaties= both sources are positive international law in the sense that norms 
they generate have been chosen or agreed upon by states in their dealing with each other.  
-most customary norms are universal in character: applying to the entire society of states however they 
can be local, regional or special in character 
-sometimes a treaty can be so widely adhered to and observed that its norms assume the character of 
customary international law 
-meaning even states who aren’t party to the treaty can be bound by the norms that it creates 
- a norm contained in an applicable treaty takes priority over a customary norm so that in the even to an 
inconsistency the treaty norm prevails  
-jus cogens norms however are those which a treaty cannot derogate from and which will cause any 
inconsistent treaty to be void  
-no doctrine of stare decicis in international law so international courts and tribunals are not bound by 
earlier decisions however they are often persuasive evidence for determining the content and scope of 
norms derived from treaties 
-soft law: materials such as non-binding guidelines formulated by the international organisations or 
horary resolutions of conferences and assemblies 



UN Charter 
art 1 

The Purposes of the United Nations are: 
1. To maintain international peace and security, 

and to that end: to take effective collective 
measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts 
of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in 
conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of 
international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace; 

2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights 
and self-determination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen 
universal peace; 

3. To achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, 
cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights 
and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion; 
and 

4. To be a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends. 
United 
Nations 

Six ‘principal organs’: 
• General Assembly: all members represented, broadest function, deliberative rather than 

legislative- recommend to other UN organisations- doesn't pass laws in sense of domestic 
parliament 
-able to consider, discuss and make recommendations in relation to any matter within the 
charter’s scope including the maintenance of international peace and security  

 
• Security Council: ga can only consider, discuss and recommend but security council can instruct 

even though related to international peace and security- 5 permanent members: US, UK, France, 
republic of china and soviet union but last 2 replaced: people’s republic of china and replaced by 
Russian federation at the end of 1991 

• 5 permanent members: neither in authority nor int peace and security not likely to be enhanced 
if action taken that one of the world’s powers objected to 

• Changing the 5: extremely difficult, or un charter: needs consent of all un member states, 
including any losing its permanent seat at the council. Other 10 non-permanent are voted on for 
2 year terms, half replaced each year. By convention, these represent different world regions: 
western Europe and other= aus (turkey, Canada, aus and nz- in this group) 

• At any 1 time Europe is usually represented by 5-6 states- overrepresented because Asia: 
massive population: only rep by 3 states and so is Africa and Americas 
-can adopt resolutions that legally bind all states to which resolutions are addressed  
 

• Economic and Social Council: 54 members, elected for 3year terms, elected by general assembly. 
Defined by art 62 of Un Charter powers are all not mandated by activities such as initiating 
reports and making recommendations: relate to ec/soc/educational health matters as well as 
human rights. Coordinate 14 autonomous organizations in these areas: ilo, who, world bank, int 
monetary fund and un high commissioner for refugees. 
-responsibility of entering into agreements with the specialised agencies defining the terms on 
which the agency concerned shall be brought into relationship with the UN  
 

• Trusteeship Council: role in decolonisation efforts, idea that certain territories (trust territories) 
administered by trusteeship council in best interest of people living in these terrorises and 
interest of int peace and security: 10 of these 11 were former mandates of league of nations 
(territory entrusted to control of state: most in middle east: Syria and Lebanon) over time they 
became intendant states and full un members. Left council with nothing to do, on paper still 
exists but hasn't met since 2004 

• Secretariat 
• International Court of Justice: governed by statute of international court of justice.  

Un Charter 
Art 62 

1. The Economic and Social Council may make or initiate studies and reports with respect to 
international economic, social, cultural, educational, health, and related matters and may make 
recommendations with respect to any such matters to the General Assembly to the Members of 
the United Nations, and to the specialized agencies concerned. 

2. It may make recommendations for the purpose of promoting respect for, and observance of, 
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all. 

3. It may prepare draft conventions for submission to the General Assembly, with respect to 
matters falling within its competence. 



4. It may call, in accordance with the rules prescribed by the United Nations, international 
conferences on matters falling within its competence. 

Internationa
l Court of 
Justice 

• Governed by the Statute of the ICJ 
• 15 judges, each elected to a nine year term by general assembly and security council: 5 elected 

every 3 years  
• List of cases referred to the ICJ 

– Contentious cases by one state against the other 
• eg: 

– Nicaragua v USA, 1983 
– Costa Rica v Nicaragua, 2010 

– Advisory Proceedings 
• eg:  

– Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons (1995) 
– Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied 

Palestinian Territory (2003)-concluded that construction of barrier was a 
violation of int law  

-various backgrounds for judges, tend to be former int law academics or leading barristers in the area 
2 areas of jurisdiction  
-only states can be parties to the cases but individuals may be called upon to provide evidence  
-1983 case: us support of terrorists trying to destabilise govt, led to us walking out of proceedings 
-can also be asked to give advisory proceedings: even fewer of those: request must come from specified 
bodies: ga and security council 
-1994 asked for ruling in legitimacy on threat of nuclear weapons- held neither threat nor use was 
prohibited but could only be used in extreme circumstances of self-defence, very survival of state is at 
stake  
Un has subsidiary organs/specialised agencies: 
-most significant subsidiary: international law commission: established by ga in 1947, intended to 
promote progressive development of international law and its codification. 34 members, elected for 
renewable 5year terms by ga. Many of treaties were drafted by commission but other times conclusions 
are ignored because they are entirely advisable.  
-easy to think of un as world government/overriding national law but this is misleading- not a global 
government but a meeting place where states can discuss problems and hope to resolve their 
differences. More like residence meeting of a neighbourhood- no power to make laws binding individual 
households but they can meet to discuss shared problems and deal with disputes 

John Austin -rules might be considered binding for different reasons, eg: customs, thanking someone for doing a 
favour: sanctions apply if you ignore those rules 
-rules of morality: not cheating on romantic partner: not recognised as laws= because instinctive legal 
positivists: positivism= law is distinct from morality whereas morality is inherent in nature or determined 
by a deity while law is posited by human beings 

- Early proponents of legal positivism= Austin= command theory: determine whether a rule 
constitutes part of law by whether it is the command of a sovereign, sovereign= community in 
the habit of obedience or submission and who isn't in habit of o/s to another person 

- Sovereign= queen but constitutional monarchy 
Command theory: 

• Austin distinguished ‘natural law’ (eg religious rules, morality, etc) from ‘positive law’ (i.e. law set 
(posited) ‘by men to men’) 

• Only sovereigns may posit law 
• A sovereign is a person, or body of persons, to whom a political community is in the habit of 

obedience or submission, who is not in a habit of obedience or submission to any determinate 
human superior, and who is able to use coercion to attain compliance. 

-if parliament passes a law which breaches constitutional: goes before high court: if it is held to be valid 
then you may argue its unconstitutional: decided incorrectly but nevertheless have to accept that the 
statute forms part of the law of aus-basis of its validity not on basis of your view: have to advise a client 
on basis of law as it stands not whether you disagree with it 
-in relation to international law: states entitled to use armed force in self-defence 
-command theory: how can there be a body of rules? What other candidate is there by sovereign? Start 
with his theory, look for sovereign, un? But mistake to think of it in these terms by referring back to the 
basic rule of international law: using force in self defence 
-says that’s a rule in un: art 51 refers to the rule  

Un Charter Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an 



art 51 armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations until the Security Council has taken 
measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. 
 
-refers to right, not creating it- described as inherent- doesn’t say where 
-if int law can derive from somewhere other than un then that means un isn't the sovereign power that 
Austin refers to 
-right to self-defence: rule of int law: even the un says it is, if doesn’t originate from un but inherent: then 
int law is ultimately derived from some other authority 
-if rule permitting self-defence- like other basic rules, then 2 choices: still stand by command theory: say 
int law isn't law at all: because there is no sovereign- except a very large number of people behave like 
international law is law 
-all those who claim to govern legitimately: claim to operate within the confines of int law: eg: invading 
Iraq in 2003: George bush, tony blain and john Howard invoked int law rules to justify their actions 
-saddam hussein invoked int law when opposing 
-all these govts keep referring to body of rules: have to accept that the rules exist- at least in minds of 
various people in govt: regardless of how often they seem to break those rules 
-int law exists despite considerable disagreement as to what the law is and how it should be applied to 
real life situations 
-lots of reasons for arguing that its more than just a code of ethics that the states usually but not always 
abide by 

Arguments 
for claiming 
that 
‘internation
al law’ 
constitutes 
a legal 
system, 
rather than 
just a code 
of ethics 

1. Governments that claim legitimacy inevitably adopt the language of law in relation to 
international affairs and profess obedience to international lawLanguage used by all govts that 
claim to exercise legit authority 
-count what they say in terms usually associated with law 

2. Many rules of international law are amoral in nature 
– eg the definition of what constitutes territorial sea (12 nautical miles from a baseline 

derived from the coastline) 
if int law and morality seen as one in the same, would be hard to lodge that argument 
-int law can properly be maintained as a legal system: (Roy) but need ways to address 
common objections 

3. Distinguishing international law from morality enables us to impose on states moral duties over 
and above their legal obligations 

Common 
objections 
to the 
proposition 
that 
internationa
l law 
constitutes 
a legal 
system 

1. ‘International law is routinely breached’ 
– Arguably, international law is routinely obeyed 
– Even if a legal rule is routinely breached, surely it remains a legal rule 
– Int law is routinely obeyed: dialling codes treaty: +61- these numbers are established by 

int telecommunication union: specialised unit – no 2 countries take the code of another: 
even north Korea is a member and is allocated a code- even operates in compliance with 
the system- illustrates smooth functioning and widespread compliance with vast majority 
of int law: even though it is mundane matters 
-there are big breaches- but surely never enough to deny existence of rule just by saying 
its occasionally breached, even if routinely breached: speed limits are routinely broken 
 

2. ‘Powerful states are free to flout international law whenever it suits them’ 
– The existence of persistent offenders does not mean there is no law 
– Int law nothing more than code of ethics= most powerful state is the us: indisputable 

they can do a lot of things militarily- not much other states can do about it- may be 
conceded that they cooperate with bodies such as telecommunications union – they 
always claim to obey int law- even if entirely cynical- surely the fact that they feel the 
need to make cynical claims is further evidence that int law exists 

3. ‘International law lacks an enforcement mechanism’ 
Lacks a sovereign- ultimate right to violence doesn’t exist- if they don’t obey-another state 
cannot send troops in- can only use violence in self-defence or if use of force is authorised by 
security council 
-characteristics found in some legal systems such as indigenous: not on basis of centralised state 
coercion but more on basis of community consensus- aus does that too- if vast majority weren't 
supportive of legal system- police couldn’t fight it- its reliant on vast majority of citizens obeying 
and accepting the laws 
-system of customary int law: rules don’t derive from centralised authority but rather from 
consensus practices  



-rule of defence came about organically  through custom 
 
-change in customs overtime and in relationships between states 
-if a state were not a un member: not bound by the treaty itself but bound by the use of force 
-occasionally breached but all laws and customs are beached but that doesn’t automatically mean we 
doubt the existence of such customs and laws  

UN Charter, 
art 2(4) 

All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the 
territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the 
Purposes of the United Nations. 

 Week 2: Sources of International Law 
 -int law: all states are in theory equal, no sovereign  

-can think of it as a framework dictating behaviour  
-states rarely claim that they don’t care about international law- usually claim that they follow it- need a 
broader understanding of what law is 
-some customs in int law are just customs: eg: welcoming arrival of foreign head of state with military 
honours rather than making them wait in passport queue- merely a matter of etiquette, but different if 
it’s about promises in treaties that must be honoured.  

HLA Hart 
(1907 – 
1992) 

• Rules of obligation 
– These tell us our rights and responsibilities under the law, eg: 

• Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) 
• Broadcasting Services (Commercial Radio Current Affairs Disclosure) Standard 

2012 (Commonwealth) 
• Doctrine of offer and acceptance in the common law of contract 

- identifying and validating the applicable primary rules and principles  
• Rules of recognition 

– These tell us how to recognise which rules are legally binding and which are not, eg: 
• A Bill only becomes binding once it has passed three readings in the legislative 

chambers and has royal assent. 
• A parent’s instruction to a child does not carry the weight of law. 
• In the event of a statute that contradicts a common law rule, the statute takes 

precedence. 
• One statutory rule can be repealed by another, subsequent statutory rule. 

specifies some feature or features possession of which by a suggested rule is 
taken as a conclusive, affirmative indication that it is a rule of the group to be 
supported by the social pressure it exerts 

– Australia’s overarching rule of recognition: 
• ‘Australian law is represented by the Constitution and the constitutionally valid 

enactments of its Parliaments, as supplemented by subsidiary legislation and the 
common law, and as all these are interpreted by Australia’s courts.’ 

-obligation= govern the primary behaviour of objects of law= people 
-rules of recognition: which of the rules around us carry legal weight and those which generate 
hierarchies of different laws 
-hart: overarching rule of recognition 
-no similar overarching rule for hart so int law is not a legal system 
-generally point to art 38 
-material source of law is a source of obligations, might be legally binding or not 

Statute of 
the ICJ, 
1945, art 
38(1) 

The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes as are 
submitted to it, shall apply:  
a.  international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized 
by the contesting states;  
b.  international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;  
c.  the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations;  
d.  subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly 
qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law. 
NB:  In (a), ‘conventions’ = treaties 
-all it does is instruct icj on what rules it should apply when deciding disputes before it, but since it must 
be in accordance with int law, should recognise sources together as int law 
a. treaties 
b. int custom 


